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Motivation

− A public university with various faculties and departments.
− About 33,000 students at 10 faculties, 6,500 employees.
− More than 1,000 cybersecurity incidents every year.
− Many can be prevented by efficient education of end users.



Solution:
Cybercompass
− The navigator to the golden middle 

way in the world of cybersecurity.
− Aims to raise awareness about 

essential cybersecurity topics.
− Helps users to implement basic 

defensive countermeasures.
− Online course, extracurricular activity.
− Freely available resource for 

students, employees, and the public:
https://security.muni.cz/en/cybercompass

https://security.muni.cz/en/cybercompass


Paper goal

Evaluation of the effects of including cybersecurity 
awareness course into an introductory security 
course.



Cybercompass
lessons

Security of devices

Passwords

Cybersecurity self-defense

Secure communication

Incident reporting
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Cybercompass:
Lesson structure

Each lesson: 
− text with information on 

cybersecurity threats
− tutorials of protective tools (e.g.

antivirus, password manager)
− takes 15-30 minutes to complete
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Lesson 
structure:
Bonus Material
All lessons (except 
Incident reporting) contain 
bonus material at the end 
of the page.
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Cybercompass 
evaluation
We wanted to learn more about students’ attitudes towards Cybercompass



Evaluation procedure

− Mandatory homework of PV080 Information 
Security and Cryptography at Faculty of 
Informatics

− Asked students to take the Cybercompass course 
and answer a questionnaire after each lesson

− Students received 1.5% of total points of PV080 
for taking the Cybercompass course and 
answering the related questionnaires

− Students could opt-out of their data being used for 
research purposes
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Study participants

− 138 students of PV080

− No opt-outs

− Data of 1–5 students per questionnaire 
excluded (did not answer reading check 
questions correctly)
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Gained insights
Successes



Lessons are perceived as positive
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What is your overall impression of this lesson?

Very positive Somewhat positive Neutral Somewhat negative Very negative
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Lessons are perceived as useful
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How useful did you find the information provided in this lesson?
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Students learned new things in the 
course
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Did you learn something new in this lesson?

YES
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Cybercompass lessons encourage action
− “I changed my notification preview and as I am writing this an encryption of my 

mobile is running.” (Security of devices)

− “The lesson convinced me it is a good idea to set up a password manager.” 
(Passwords)

− “I liked especially the interactive part – phishing quiz which I will definitely 
remember for a long time.” (Self-defense)
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Cybercompass lessons influence 
students’ view on everyday cybersecurity
− 42% said that Cybercompass changed their view on education 

and preparedness in terms of everyday cybersecurity

− Here’s how:
− “I gained an overall view on everyday security issues, and it made me 

think more about security on a daily basis”
− “I will definitely check the addresses of emails more often”
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Bonus material is highly appreciated
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Students are willing to recommend 
Cybercompass to others
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Would you recommend the course to other people?
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Gained insights
Challenges



Lessons vary in difficulty I
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How difficult did you find the information provided in this lesson?

Very difficult Somewhat difficult Slightly difficult Not at all difficult

Most difficult
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Secure communication

Eduroam tutorial

MUNI services

Secure email @MUNI

File sharingVPN

Email signing
Personal 

certificates Email encryption
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Lessons vary in difficulty II
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How difficult did you find the information provided in this lesson?
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Least difficult
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Incident reporting

Incident reporting step-by-step

Contact information

CSIRT-MU team
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Lessons vary in comprehensibility
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Make all lessons accessible for the common user

− “This lesson is also well explained just like previous ones. However, I 
think it might be a little bit difficult for ordinary user to understand 
it.” (Secure communication)

− “I think this lesson can be for non IT person very difficult to 
understand because from my view it includes too many 
technicalities” (Secure communication)
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Information on password managers and 2FA is insufficient

− “I’m not rating [the lesson] ‘very positive‘ because I feel like offline 
password managers should be mentioned”

− “I’ve never used a password manager and what would really help me 
to convince me is recommending a free (or very cheap) password 
manager, which wouldn’t be a hindrance, but an actual help”

− “Maybe I would emphasize the use of the two-factor authentication 
more, I think it should be a standard these days, not something 
‘more’.”
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Most students have not heard about Cybercompass before

− 92% of students had not heard of the course before
− The remaining 8% had heard of the course from:

− Social media: LinkedIn and Facebook posts
− News section of the internal study information system
− (Physical) bulletins
− A classmate
− An external website
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Takeaways
Recommendations for Course Designers and Security Educators



Recommendations for 
Course Designers

− Take MUNI’s Cybercompass as an 
inspiration

− Encourage action 
− Include bonus material for curious 

users
− Evaluate dissemination channels and

measure reach
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Recommendations for 
Security Educators

− Consider including topics of everyday 
cybersecurity into your information 
security courses

− Think of your students as future 
cybersecurity advocates
− i. e. “individuals who encourage positive change 

by promoting and providing guidance on security 
best practices and technologies” (Haney & Lutters, 
2017)
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Summary

− Most students rated the individual 
lessons as positive, useful, 
comprehensible and not difficult at all!

− Even IT students learned something 
new in most lessons

− Students provided interesting ideas on 
how to improve the course

− Cybercompass is freely available at
https://security.muni.cz/en/cybercompass

− Full paper freely available
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https://security.muni.cz/en/cybercompass
https://is.muni.cz/auth/publication/2267287/2023-ITiCSE-want-to-raise-cybersecurity-awareness-paper.pdf


More cybersecurity education research

Subscribe to our Twitter: @cybersecmuni

Recent research papers:
− Smart Environment for Adaptive Learning of Cybersecurity Skills (IEEE TLT)
− Capability Assessment Methodology and Comparative Analysis of Cybersecurity Training 

Platforms (Computers&Security)

https://is.muni.cz/publication/2246149/2022-TLT-smart-environment-adaptive-learning-cybersecurity-skills.pdf
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0167404823000305
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0167404823000305



